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A new Israeli assault on Gaza
By Ira Berkovic
Israel has again bombed Gaza,
the small area of densely-populated land inhabited by Palestinians on which Israel and Egypt
maintain a blockade.
The blockade of Gaza has led to
profound social immiseration in
the territory, with many referring to
it as an “open-air prison”. According to official statistics in Gaza, five
people were wounded by Israel’s
strikes. Since the bombing, which
took place on 25 March, at least one
Palestinian has been killed by Israeli soldiers, and several others

wounded, in protests on the Gaza
border.
Gaza is governed by Hamas, an
ultra-conservative
Islamist
paramilitary political party. The latest assault came after rockets were
fired into Israel by Islamist groups
in Gaza on 25 March, destroying a
house and wounding several people, including three young children.
Although no group has claimed
official responsibility for the rockets
fired into Israel, there is some speculation that Islamic Jihad, rather
than Hamas, was behind them. Reports in the Israeli newspaper
Ha’aretz suggest that Iran may be

increasing its funding to Islamic
Jihad and encouraging the group in
more military ventures.
This may partially explain Israeli
prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s recent decision to facilitate the transfer of funds from
Qatar to Hamas; the Israeli state
may calculate that, between Gazan
factions, ensuring Hamas remains
dominant, rather than Islamic
Jihad, is in their best interests.
In a very real sense, Hamas and
Netanyahu need each other. The
tragedy of these cycles of violence
is that they strengthen the hand of
ultra-nationalist reactionaries on
both sides and serve to bolster their

Partners for solidarity?
By Colin Foster
As Hamas and Islamic Jihad
mobilise towards staged confrontations on the Gaza-Israel
border in May, on the anniversary of Hamas’s “Great March of
Return” operation in May 2018,
the Palestine Solidarity Campaign in Britain is accentuating
its identification with Hamas.
Generally PSC has sought to
present itself as “broad” and open
to supporters of “two states”.
This year PSC has called its 12
May protest around the slogan
“Exist! Resist! Return!”.
PSC has also set up a Labour
Party offshoot, “Labour for Palestine, (though the offshoot’s presentation is studiedly bland, with
none of the usual slogans about
“return” or graphics showing all
pre-1948 Palestine under a Palestinian flag, with Israel extinguished).
A motion to London Young
Labour conference on 31 March —

from
people
close to the LYL
leadership,
though in the
event the motion,
like all others bar
one, failed to get
debated — emphasised the 12
May event and
“return” as a
matter of “collective rights” (not “Return” as
individual move- pictured by Alment). It talked Awda
of “Britain’s colonial history, the
actions of British colonial troops in
Palestine from 1917 to 1948, which
led to the dispossession and forced
displacement of Palestinians in
1948 (the Nakba)”.
An amendment from Solidarity
supporters sought to put the
record straight: “Britain’s imperial
strategy led to the denial of access
to Jews fleeing the Holocaust and
post-Holocaust Europe; to war by

Britain against the Jews in Palestine; and to the leading role of
British officers in the Arab armies
attacking Israel in 1948, in a war
which ended with the driving out
or flight of 750,000 Palestinians
and the subsequent driving out or
flight of some 600,000 Jews from
the Arab states”.
Way back in 2002, when an Israeli socialist, Tirza Waisel, speaking at a PSC protest, criticised
Hamas and other suicide bombers
in Israel, and had bottles thrown at
her and attempts to shout her
down and to climb onto the stage
to remove her, the PSC chair responded only by taking the microphone
from
Tirza
and
commenting: “well, not all of us
would agree with the last
speaker”. But the current Hamas
drift is new.
Groups like the Jewish-Arab
movement for peace and social
justice, Standing Together, are a
better reference point for solidarity than Hamas.

Israelis protesting against the blockade, March 2019
domestic positions.
Prior to the assault, Hamas had
been facing a significant social upheaval in Gaza, which it was violently repressing. Gazans protested
Hamas’s corruption and the fact
that its leaders have enriched themselves while ordinary people face
unemployment and poverty. In Israel, Netanyahu faces corruption
charges and other legal proceedings that could damage his campaign in the imminent Israeli
elections, due to take place on 9
April.
Several polls since the bombings
have shown Netanyahu’s Likud
party with a slight edge over its
main rival, the centre-right “Blue
and White” coalition led by former
general Benny Gantz.
Gantz criticised Netanyahu from
the right during the recent flare up,
arguing his response was too moderate.
Protests on the Gaza border are
now ongoing as part of the anniversary of 2018’s “Great Return
March”. While the concept of “return” has many different meanings
among Palestinians, for Hamas,
which is central to the committee
organising the protests, it has a
clear political meaning: Hamas
leader Yahya Sinwar explained it in

2018 as a refusal to concede “a single inch of the land of Palestine” to
Israel.
This kind of revanchism, unachievable except by a violent war
that would soak the region in
blood, offers no hope for the Palestinian people, but only a cycle of
perpetual conflict with the equivalent reactionaries in Israel.
Progress towards independence,
justice, and equality can only come
via a movement against occupation
and colonialism, within Israel and
the Palestinian territories, that demands equal national rights for
both peoples: an independent
Palestinian state alongside and
with the same rights as Israel. That
struggle must go hand in hand
with the class struggle, and other
social struggles, within Israel and
the Palestinian territories, against
the likes of Sinwar and Netanyahu,
wealthy, corrupt capitalist politicians who maintain their power by
appeals to national and religious
chauvinism.
Movements inside Israel like
“Standing Together”, a joint Jewish-Arab coalition that fights for
a two-state settlement and for
socialist policies in domestic
politics, represent the best hope
for a better future.

Russian troops come to Venezuela

By Eduardo Tovar

Over nine weeks have passed
since Juan Guaidó, backed by
the National Assembly, declared
himself interim President of
Venezuela on 24 January 2019,
challenging the incumbent President Nicolás Maduro.
Guaidó continues to enjoy support from the US, Colombia, Brazil,
and other states, but admits that a
change in government cannot
occur without the backing of the
Venezuelan armed forces.
In his own corner, Maduro continues to be backed by Russia and
China. On 29 March, Russian military personnel and matériel arrived
by plane in Venezuela. The Kremlin
claims that this deployment is legal
and that it does not alter the regional balance of power.

Guaidó has urged his supporters
to a final push, scheduling protests
for 6 April.
Mass blackouts continue to
paralyse the country. The power
outages, which began on 7 March
and have so far affected at least 18
of Venezuela’s 23 states, are cutting
off water supplies, communica-

tions, and other key services for
days at a time.
On Sunday 31 March, Maduro
announced a 30-day electricity rationing plan, under which schools
will stay closed and offices will finish the working day at 14:00 to conserve power. Despite engineers at
the Central University of Venezuela

attributing the blackouts to a bush
fire that took out a section of the
power grid, Maduro continues to
blame the outages on a US cyber-attack.
After the heated standoff in
February over US aid lorries at the
Venezuela-Colombia border, the
Red Cross (IFRC) is set to begin its

own distribution of humanitarian
aid supplies.
It will take radical change
within Venezuela to end the
mass destitution besetting the
country. Such change must
come from the Venezuelan workers themselves.
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London Young Labour in
decline
By Maisie Sanders
London Young Labour’s AGM on
31 March was billed by its organisers as “a packed day of elections and debates that will set
the political direction of the organisation for the year”.
But the only debate that took
place was on the single motion to
be heard: a statement in support of
the Labour leadership’s Brexit
strategy, out of date since the indicative votes took place in Parliament last week.
Since the Morning Star-oriented
left won control of the committee
last year, London Young Labour
has run no outward facing campaigns.
The committee itself has only
met three times and generally not
functioned. The conference was organised in a way seemingly designed to make it smaller than
previous years. Last year’s conference was attended by around 350
young members, while this year
was about 70.
Workers’ Liberty supporters and
other class struggle socialists submitted motions on left antisemitism,
scrapping
Trident,
radical action on climate change,
for a culture of open and honest debate on the left, and on a movement
in Labour that puts pressure on the

The audience left for the closing speech from Pamela Fitzpatrick
leadership from the left.
With Labour for a Socialist Europe we also submitted motions on
Brexit and freedom of movement.
But the single hour scheduled for
the motions debate was cut down
to less than ten minutes after the
ballot papers for committee elections were printed wrong twice,
and only reprinted on our insistence that our candidate Andy Warren be on the ballot paper.
The newly elected BAME officer
joked that he should be left off because “no one would vote for him
anyway.”
The organisers’ intention was
clearly to create a hostile environ-

ment for Workers’ Liberty and
other critical-minded and radical
left-wingers. Mostly that seemed to
bewilder other attendees. Many approached me to ask what I’d been
trying to say all day.
The committee and the clique
around them are clearly scared: of
the right wing taking over again, of
the politics we as a radical left are
raising, and of the Brexit issue.
Candidates endorsed by Momentum and CLPD Youth (by what
process it isn’t clear) won all Chair
and Liberation officer positions besides Under 19s Officer.
The block committee elections
have yet to be announced.

Erdoğan setback in polls
By Pete Boggs
Recep Erdoğan’s ruling AKP
(Justice and Development Party)
has suffered a number of significant blows in Turkey’s local government elections, which were
largely seen as a referendum on
his rule.
The two major cities in Turkey
both fell out of the AKP’s hands,
with their concession of defeat in
Ankara to the CHP (Republican
People’s Party), and what seems at
the time of writing to be a slim victory for the CHP in Istanbul as well.
Istanbul had been held by Erdoğan’s forces since 1994, when Erdoğan was elected mayor as the
now defunct Welfare Party candidate.
In the last year, inflation has been
constantly dragging down the
value of the lira, and Turkey has
been in recession. Prices were 20%
higher in February than a year earlier, and in the run up to the local
elections the lira dropped 5% over
a single day.
Much of Erdoğan’s appeal, both
at home and internationally, had

come from his management of the
economy and the growth he oversaw, along with his softer form of
Islamism. His response to these
events has been to blame these issues on attacks by the West. He has
repeatedly called for the Turkish
central bank to lower interest rates.
The elections were marked by violence and anti-democratic manoeuvres. Two people claimed as
members of the conservative Islamist Felicity Party were shot dead
at the polls in Malatya province,
and the largely Kurdish city Diyarbakır saw clashes which left
four dead.
The pro-Kurdish HDP (People’s
Democratic Party) has continued to
have its politicians arrested in the
run-up to the elections. Their material was banned for “Maoist propaganda”. In fact their banners used
the phrase “Ye mao” which translates to “It is ours” in the Zaza language of eastern Turkey.
HDP co-chair Sezai Temelli
quipped in response: “Make sure
that China remains unaware of this.
You say this here about the word
‘Mao’, but go there to ask for loans.
China should not hear of this or

you won’t be able to get any loans.”
Despite the repression, the HDP
regained a number of seats that
they had previously lost, in places
where mayors had been replaced
by state-appointed officials due to
fears of links to the PKK (Kurdistan
Workers’ Party), the Kurdish organisation in armed conflict with
the Turkish state.
Fatih Mehmet Maçoğlu was
elected in the Dersim municipality,
a TKP (Communist Party of
Turkey) candidate who had previously served as the mayor of
Ovacık.
Some on the left have lauded this
result, as he has promised to govern the city through a “cooperative” and “socialist” model.
However, the building of small
pockets of cooperative enterprises
which still operate within a broader
capitalist economy is no solution to
either the political crisis in Turkey,
nor to capitalism worldwide.
What is needed is a movement
of workers across Turkey to fight
for both the end of Turkish state
repression of the Kurdish minority, and for the liberation of the
working class.
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Defend NUS democracy!
By Maisie Sanders
This year’s National Union of
Students (NUS) Conference, in
Glasgow on 9-11 April, will be
very different to previous years’.
Elections will take place on the
first day before motions debates
begin, no official fringe meetings
will take place due to ‘lack of funds
for staff’, and delegates will vote on
the reform motion which proposes
scrapping all remaining structures
which enable rank and file control
of NUS.
The Student Left Network will be
campaigning for Workers’ Liberty
supporter Justine Canady for NUS
President, to defend NUS democracy against the reforms and for a
radical, democratic NUS that fights
for its members.
We will also campaign for left
wing motions on Brexit and free
movement and campaigning
alongside the labour movement for
£10/hour minimum wage.
We will produce a bulletin, hold
caucuses and meetings to discuss
with the broad left how we can defeat the reforms, what we do after
NUS Conference, and what a radical, democratic NUS would look

like.
The soft left are also opposing the
reforms, although they don’t reject
them in their entirety and have
made no criticism of the way they
were drawn up: by an unaccountable and unelected Turnaround
Board made up two right-wing officers in alliance with NUS and SU
CEOs, with a mandate from student union executive teams but
without the knowledge or consent
of rank and file members.
Neither Zamzam Ibrahim, an incumbent officer who is the soft
left’s candidate for President, nor
Eva Crossan Jory, rerunning for
Welfare, have used their positions
to build opposition to the reforms
in student unions and effectively
challenge the right wing.
We need to rebuild the student
left from the grassroots up. The fact
that no student union has come out
against the reforms shows they
how heavily bureaucratised they
have become. Even those few with
left wing Presidents (Liverpool,
Strathclyde and NUS Scotland)
have shown no public opposition.
We need to rebuild from the
ground up.

Our new pamphlet, “The German
Revolution”, has Luxemburg’s major
articles from 1918-9.
They span from when the 1918-9
German revolution began, and her
release from jail, through to her
murder by a Social Democratic
government protected right-wing
militia.
Paul Vernadsky’s introduction
tells the story of the German
revolution and discusses findings of
recent scholarship on it.
56 pages A4. Cover price £5. With
postage — non-UK £7, UK £6. Cheap
rates for bulk orders. Buy online at
bit.ly/rl-gr
A new pamphlet from Workers’
Liberty summarises our arguments
on Brexit, Europe, international
solidarity, free movement,
immigration, and how to build
socialist politics cross-borders.
40 pages A4. Cover price £4. With
postage — non-UK £6, UK £5.
Cheap rates for bulk orders: four
for £15, ten for £35, twenty for
£60.
• Buy online at bit.ly/r-rebel

Audio and e-reader versions
Many thanks to the volunteers who have enabled us to produce an
audio version of the paper’ Links to the audio version on SoundCloud
are at www.workersliberty.org/audio.
To be sent our e-reader version of Solidarity, email awl@workersliberty.org.
This may be helpful for dyslexic readers. E-readers enable you to
choose the font, type size, and line-spacing you prefer, in a completely
uncluttered layout.
Please give feedback so that we can find out whether these efforts
are worthwhile, and, if they are, improve them.
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Trump, Banks, and Putin
By Jim Denham
When the Mueller report found no evidence of “collusion” between Trump’s
team and Putin, most decent people (and
not just “liberals”) were disappointed,
while pointing out that Trump had not
been “exonerated” (as he claimed) of obstructing justice.
Yet the Morning Star (in its editorial of
March 26) positively crowed with delight
and echoed Trump’s own propaganda:
“After a two-year inquiry, Mueller can find
no evidence of collusion between Trump’s
presidential campaign team and Putin’s Russia
“For many liberals, it has become an article
of faith that the Kremlin and its oligarchs
must have played a crucial role in securing
Trump’s victory over Hillary Clinton in 2016.
“Likewise, they believe that sinister forces
in Russia and their collaborators helped procure the Brexit result in the June 2016 referendum. Any indication that anyone in
Russia, or any company with Russian links,
may have intervened in the campaign is
seized upon as an explanation of that outcome” (actually not true, certainly not of the
Observer’s Carole Cadwalladr, the most
prominent reporter following this story).
Let’s be clear about who the Morning Star
is referring to – and defending – here: Arron
Banks, the unsavoury funder of Leave.EU,
and a character the rest of the world seems
rightly nonplussed that Britain isn’t taking
far more seriously.
I’ll come back to Banks. As for Trump —
there’s nothing wrong with hating him, or

Advanced earlybird tickets for our summer school, Ideas for Freedom, are now
available until 21 April: £30 waged, £17
low-waged and students, £7 unwaged.
Prices will increase in steps until the
event, around 22-23 June.
The 22-23 June weekend agenda will include presentations and debates on issues
around Brexit, antisemitism, climate change,
1919, 1989, and more. We are continuing to
add speakers and events in the run up to the
event.
There’ll be a walking tour on Thursday 20

wanting to bring him down.
Maybe some people (call them “liberals” if
you like), placed too much hope in the
Mueller investigation into alleged collusion
between Trump and Putin. But did they really think Mueller would get Trump on tape,
asking a Russian to hack Hillary Clinton’s
email?
In any case, we had Trump in a news conference in July 2016, making a direct appeal:
“Russia, if you’re listening, I hope you’re able
to find the 30,000 emails that are missing,”
Trump said, referring to emails Mrs. Clinton
had deleted from the private account she had
used when she was secretary of state. “I think
you will probably be rewarded mightily by
our press.”
The evidence uncovered by Mueller is not
vague. It led to indictments of numerous
Russian citizens and of organisations, including the Internet Research Agency, a Russian
troll factory based in St Petersburg. They
bought adverts on social media praising
Trump and disparaging his opponents; they
stole identities, they even went to the United
States and staged fake rallies, including one

June looking at “Queer Brixton” and an
evening debate on Friday 21 June between
Workers’ Liberty and Paul Embery of the
Fire Brigades Union on socialists views on
Brexit.
Venue: Camden School for Girls, Sandall Road, London NW5 2DB.
Free creche. Overnight accommodation will
also be available free. Contact awl@workersliberty.org for further details.
www.workersliberty.org/ideas

in which they employed somebody to portray Clinton in a prison uniform.
Understandably, many decent people
wanted more. They wanted evidence of
Trump not just getting support, but asking
for it. Some had hopes of uncovering financial or sexual kompromat, as suggested in the
infamous Steele dossier.
But the indictment did not address the
question of whether the Russians’ actions
were actually in response to Mr. Trump. It
said nothing at all about Mr. Trump’s request
for help from Putin
And it is pretty obvious that the Russian
state had not just wanted Trump to be president, but had actively worked to aid that end.
Since last July, nobody has needed to speculate any more.
As for Banks, he is being investigated by
the National Crime Agency over the source
of the many millions he spent on Brexit. Like
Trump, he sits at the nexus of many Russiabased theories of wrongdoing. Also like
Trump, he is a braggart, and a blowhard. Had
he truly got Russia to pay for Brexit, he’d
probably have boasted about it in a mildly
tipsy interview by now, as the Times’ Hugo
Rifkind pointed out in a recent column:
“He also tweets me quite a lot [wrote
Rifkind], perhaps because he’d like to be
friends. This weekend, he picked me as a representative of those who ought to hang their
heads now that Mueller has found no collusion. “I never thought he was in league with
Russia, just like I’ve never thought you
were,” I explained, politely. “I think you’re
both stupid and arrogant enough that they
didn’t have to bother.” Maybe it wasn’t so
polite. Also, I shouldn’t have said stupid, because neither of these men are that, but Twitter makes maniacs of us all”.
The Morning Star’s evident softness towards Trump, and hard hostility towards
those it castigates as his “liberal” critics, is
nothing new.
When Trump back in 2016 responding to
an interviewer criticising Putin — “he kills
journalists that don’t agree with him”, by
saying: “He’s running his country and at
least he’s a leader... I think our country does
plenty of killing also!” ... the Morning Star
carried an article by one “Zoltan Zigedy”,
(the pen name of Stalinist blogger Greg
Godels), conceding that Trump is “unpopular” and “right wing”. But the gist of his article was to defend Trump against “the liberal
establishment”.
The Morning Star editorial of 26 March repeats this bizarre muscle-memory defence of
the Putin regime (as though it was still the
USSR) and third-period Stalinism towards
the hated liberals:
“They [liberals] then express horror when
working-class people vote for reactionary
demagogues who at least pretend to share
their pain and who propose bogus solutions
to their real or perceived problems.
“How much more comfortable to point the
finger at Putin, the Kremlin and Facebook
than to address the roots of discontent by attacking the capitalist free market or institutions like the European Union that enforce it.
How much easier to slander masses of working-class voters in the US and here as thick,
gullible racists and xenophobes than challenge the ruling class.”
To which serious socialists can only answer: “How much easier to wish away the
racism that lay behind the Brexit vote that
you support and the Trump vote that you
apologise for, than to address the lumpen
element within our class and propose a
principled, anti-racist alternative”.

James Joyce

Trying to win
Unionists is futile
I have been reading the record of my last
October pre-debate discussion with Sean
Matgamna (bit.ly/9-nov).
Your record tallies with my memory of it.
However, I would like to clarify some points,
especially as our second debate has had to be
cancelled.
As can be seen from the dates, this document reports two discussions made before
the original debate on “Socialism, Ireland,
Permanent Revolution and the Provo Campaign”. The cancelled debate was to be a second round of the actual polemic.
Inevitably, mistakes were made. Having
been interviewed over the telephone, I
should have mentioned that the great mistake of Official Sinn Fein and the Communist
Party of Ireland after Bloody Sunday was less
abandoning the armed struggle than that of
abandoning the mass struggle, although for
the same reason, that of trying quixotically to
win the mass of Unionist workers.
For the record Matgamna’s main errors are
all too akin to those of the Stalinites. He accuses the left of being “destructively ultraleft” between ‘68 and ‘70. In fact they tried to
avoid the national question and concentrate
on precisely the economist programme of
jobs and housing on which he says it should
have concentrated.
More basically, there is his misunderstanding of the nature of Unionism. Despite its
name it is not just an expression of a national
culture distinct from that of the Irish majority.
“Britishness” is an expression not of nationhood but of imperialism in the traditional
sense, of a joint stock company of two nations
exploiting others. The Ulster Unionists are
not just people who live together in one place
a la James Joyce. They are in the same place
to hold at least their part of Ireland for Britain
inc. against the will of the Irish majority.
This has hampered them from either leading that majority into merging with that of
the neighbouring island or, save for a relatively brief period at the end of the eighteenth century, trying to lead it to make a
clean break. Loyalist culture is less British
than it is anti-Irish. How it is to be described,
save as an ascendancy is uncertain. The nearest definition would seem to be “Cossack”.
None of this means that the Unionists are
necessarily irredeemable, or that they are to
be driven out of shelving space. It does mean
that any immediate attempt to win them to
establish any type of workers’ republic is
likely to be futile.
British imperialism sees Ireland as a
single unit that it has divided for tactical
reasons. Socialists should wage their
struggle with the same analysis.
Rayner Lysaght, Dublin
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Sifting the Brexit
chaos
By Matt Cooper

Don’t seek a deal with the Tories
As we go to press on 2 April, the Tory government has just finished a special Cabinet meeting.
Theresa May outlined a plan B:
To approach Jeremy Corbyn to seek a joint
Brexit proposal to put to Parliament.
This would include the existing Withdrawal Agreement. It might (she implied)
also involve changes to the document on future relations after the end in December 2020
of the “transition period” during which
Britain remains in EU rules though outside
the EU.
And a plan C:
To get agreement with Jeremy Corbyn on a
list of Brexit options to put to MPs, with a
joint commitment from both Tory and
Labour leaders that they will accept
whichever of those options MPs favour.
Corbyn has said he is “happy” to meet
May.
Even with full cooperation from Jeremy
Corbyn, there is only an off-chance that these
plans would produce May’s desired result,
an agreed Brexit deal before 22 May (the last
date to avoid holding Euro-elections).
From the labour movement’s point of view,
the main point is that Jeremy Corbyn should
refuse to help the Tories out of the Brexit
mess. He should insist on a new public vote
between whatever the Tories can come up
with — even if it is “no deal” — and Remain.
The Labour Party conference in September
2018 agreed a fudged formula which
nonetheless stated flatly that Labour should
oppose the Tory deal (then only in preparation).
It laid down tests required to make a deal
support-worthy which none of the formulas
now on the table meets.
It said that Labour should push to get an
early general election, and then (as an “op-

tion”, but the only option named) for a new
public vote.
Labour has tentatively backed a new public vote. John McDonnell, Keir Starmer, and
Emily Thornberry have said they’d back Remain; Jeremy Corbyn has said he might back
Leave.
Probably under pressure from the Morning
Star wavelength Leader’s Office, more recently Corbyn has emphasised the idea of
seeking a formula to “unite Parliament and
the country”.
A “Corbyn spokesman” (presumably
someone from Seamus Milne’s “Leader’s Office”) has told the media that the party supports a referendum only on a “damaging
Tory Brexit”.
If Labour takes power, said the
“spokesman”, it will negotiate a better Brexit,
which won’t need a referendum.
Shadow minister Barry Gardiner has said
that Labour “is no longer a Remain party”.
Corbyn has suggested that just adding a
permanent customs union with the EU
would be essentially enough to get his backing.
It shouldn’t be. A permanent customs
union will not even (by itself) avoid a hard
border in Ireland.
It will leave free movement abolished, migrant workers harassed, economic integration unwound, barriers re-raised, the
openings which the EU gives for cross-European labour-movement cooperation for
democracy and social levelling-up blighted.
A million people marched against Brexit on
23 March.
80% or so of Labour members and voters
back Remain.
Polls suggest Remain would have a majority in a new public vote against both May’s
Withdrawal Agreement and “no deal”.

Democracy means minorities always have
the right to reopen arguments and seek to become majorities.
Take the “build unions, not borders”
message to the streets again!
• bit.ly/l4se-w

£13,712 so far.
Target £15,000
Thanks this week to Peter Cooper for
£100.00 towards our fund appeal.
That brings us to within £1,300 of our
£15,000 total.
This week’s Solidarity production has
been disrupted by an erratic internet connection. As you can see from the fact that
we got the paper out and you can read it,
we fixed it. It’s a typical episode of operating with ageing equipment and on a
shoestring. However, fund contributions
should enable us to make two advances in
the next weeks.
We’re buying new chairs for the office, so
that even if our staff can’t get on the internet, at least they will not be crippled by
back pain.
And we’re planning to get one, maybe
two, new (i.e. “new” second-hand) computers.
The fund contributions will also help our
continuing effort to get our website into
shape, and enable reprints of our Remain
and Rebel pamphlet (on Europe), our book
In Defence of Bolshevism, and our old pamphlet Arabs, Jews, and Socialism.
• www.workersliberty.org/donate

It still conceivable that May’s deal will
pass, perhaps with changes to the accompanying political statement.
If the EU leaders summit on 10 April refuses a further extension, this might push the
deal over the line. Up to 20 Labour MPs
might support the deal (in addition to the
five who already have) if they believed their
votes would be decisive.
But such an outcome would require ten
hard-line Brexiteer Tory MPs to switch to
supporting May. There is no hint of that; nor
of the DUP swinging behind the deal. In the
indicative votes the DUP would back only
“no deal”.
Despite the strength of the referendum option in the indicative votes, the Conservatives, desperate not to be “the party that
betrayed Brexit”, are solid in resisting it. Even
if the Labour leadership backs a new public
vote more strongly, it will be an uphill struggle. 25 Labour MPs will not vote for it, and it
has only slight Conservative support.
It is also difficult to see a pathway to an
early general election. While a Conservative
PM could win the required two-thirds majority in the Commons, it would solve none of
their problems. The Conservatives fear a new
Farage-Brexit Party and being punished for
the division and incompetence.
An election could follow a no-confidence
vote. Even with Nick Boles quitting, it is difficult to see where the other six Conservative
defections needed will come from, unless the
Brexit hardliners carry out their threat to
bring the government down, and why
should they? The DUP is unlikely to give up
its grip on the throat of the Government by
bringing it down.
If an early election happens, a FarageBrexit party is likely to offer pro-Brexit Conservatives a clear run, but will take more
votes off the Conservatives than Labour.
TIG/Change UK cannot win many seats.
Possibly it will go for a spoiling tactic, targeting Corbyn-supporting Labour candidates.
Nonetheless, Labour could do well in an election caused by the collapse of the Conservatives. How well a subsequent Labour
government would fare, with its leaders so
evasive about Brexit, is another matter.
An early Conservative leadership contest
seems inevitable. Conservative MPs will select two candidates, and one of them will be
a hardliner whom the party members will
probably elect. That could pave the way to an
election, with the new leader seeking a hard
Brexit mandate. If there is an early election,
and Labour doesn’t win, there will be a renewed pressure on Corbyn from the parliamentary party. There is likely to be pressure
under other scenarios too.
If May wins her deal, or there is a no-deal
Brexit, Corbyn will be blamed. If Britain takes
part in the European Elections in late May in
competition with a Farage-Brexit party and
TIG, Labour could do badly. The local government elections earlier in May will be important too. The main threat to Corbyn may
not be from the Labour right, but from the
soft left: a new Neil Kinnock figure may raise
a “left” banner to march the party to the
right.
A no-deal Brexit and the revocation of Article 50 are both possible. This is a chaotic system where small changes could lead radically
different outcomes.
Socialists must maintain the pressure
on the Labour leaders to take a principled
anti-Brexit stand and stop throwing
scraps to the beast of insular nationalism.
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When the “left” tells a far-right story
Open letter to Costas Lapavitsas
and Grace Blakeley from “Labour
for a Socialist Europe”
Political movements define themselves by
the stories they tell about the world.
The story that is presently being told by the
global white supremacist far right is one of a
conspiracy between global elites and nonwhite ethnic minorities to undermine white,
Christian, family values.
Using “political correctness” to silence and
intimidate hard-working, salt-of-the-earth
white Christian families, sinister elites set
about swamping them with immigrants.
Generally, the culprits are liberal elites, which
in their world means Jewish; and the far
right’s imagination is fired by the figure of
one Jew in particular: George Soros.
Stories have a life of their own. MerriamWebster describes a meme as “an idea, behavior, style, or usage that spreads from
person to person within a culture”. It doesn’t
matter who the carrier of the meme is or the
way that they pass it on: all that matters is
that the story is reproduced and given new
life with each telling.
So, comrades, you should be alarmed – indeed the whole labour movement should be
alarmed – to see these far-right stories being
retold by the speakers at a left-wing rally
which you also addressed.
At the “Full Brexit” rally held in London
on 26 March, RMT activist Eddie Dempsey
spoke from the platform to denounce the betrayal of Leave voters by a left-liberal elite.
He said that the key issue was the abandonment of the working class. He said: “too
many in the Labour Party have made a calculation that there’s a certain section at the
top end of the working class, in alliance with
people, they calculate, from ethnic minorities
and liberals, that’s enough to get them into
power.”
An alliance of the comfortably-off, liberals
and ethnic minorities, to deliver power to
those “calculating” people who wish to be-

tray the honest working class.
Speaking at your event, standing at your
top table, Dempsey said that “whatever you
think of people that turn up for those Tommy
Robinson demos or any other march like that
– the one thing that unites those people,
whatever other bigotry is going on, is their
hatred of the liberal left and they are right to
hate them”.
Comrades, isn’t this scandalous? A speech
that sees the working class not as international and multi-ethnic but being pitted
against “people from ethnic minorities”, led
by liberals. Sympathy for the far right’s hatred of “the liberal left” – a hatred that stems
from the liberal left’s role in ‘the great replacement’, the charge that they have chosen
foreigners over whites and Britons – and a
hatred shared by Thomas Mair, who murdered Labour MP Jo Cox with the cry of
“death to traitors”.
Challenged about this online after the
meeting by Another Europe is Possible campaigner Michael Chessum, Dempsey responded by throwing in the last piece of the
alt-right narrative. He shot back at Chessum
that he was a “posh student with pockets full
of Soros money”.
It is public knowledge that AEIP has received some funding from Best for Britain,
and other sources which get money directly
or indirectly from George Soros. But in the
context of a worldwide anti-Semitic campaign by the far right from Hungary to the
US that sees Soros as the paymaster of “the
great replacement”, ranting about political
opponents taking “Soros money” is irresponsible at best.
It is possible but unlikely that Dempsey is
unaware of the anti-Semitic agitation around
Soros. He has apologised for “causing offence” with the Soros line, but he has offered
no further explanation for the comment. But
regardless of Dempsey’s private motivations,
we think that you should act.
You are prominent voices of the left. We
think that on the question of Brexit you are
profoundly mistaken. But the issue of Brexit

On 27 March, the anti-Brexit campaigning group Labour for a Socialist Europe, which Solidarity
supports, published an open letter to pro-Brexit left-wingers Costas Lapavitsas (on right) and
Grace Blakeley (not pictured).
It called on them to dissociate from Eddie Dempsey (on left), an RMT rail union activist who
had spoken with them at a “Full Brexit” event on 26 March and presented the pro-Brexit case as
one of standing up for “the working class” against “left liberals” who ally with “ethnic
minorities”.
The Morning Star then published a scurrilous article “defending” Dempsey not by responding
to the arguments but trying to smear AWL (the Alliance for Workers’ Liberty, which produces
Solidarity). AWL has demanded a right of reply from the Morning Star. We print the Morning Star
article, our reply, and an open letter to Morning Star journalist Marcus Barnett by Clive Lewis MP.
is a legitimate and necessary debate for the
left. We are writing to you because we think
that through tolerating speeches like
Dempsey’s, you run the risk of making your
“Full Brexit” tour a Trojan horse for far-right
influence to seep into the labour movement
and gain respectability. We know you to be
better than that.
Dempsey is not the only associate of yours
smuggling right-wing ideas into the labour
movement and the socialist left. Signatories
to the “Full Brexit” campaign group include
Maurice Glasman, the founder of Blue
Labour project. Blue Labour’s slogan is
“Family, faith and flag” and he has written
against “uncontrolled and uninvited demographic change”.
He is joined by Paul Embery, an advocate
for state discrimination against LGBT people,
who accuses the modern left of conspiring to
“undermine the family” and that “children
are generally better-served by being brought
up by both biological parents, and that it
should be the job of government to use every

available lever available to encourage this
outcome”.
The coming century will see tremendous
upheavals. The horrors of climate change will
generate mass migration on an unprecedented scale and social emergencies that will
shake our society. In the decades to come, we
need a labour movement that responds to
crises with the politics of solidarity, compassion, and rationality. We have to fight the far
right’s siren call of nativism, denial and retreat into traditionalist fantasies, and that
means keeping the left clean of far-right narratives.
The far right and its ideas rely on ambiguity, dog-whistles, and innuendo. Socialism
and democracy need plain-talking, truthtelling and clarity. You should offer some
clarity now, by making your position on
Dempsey’s remarks clear. We urge you to
break with him and his co-thinkers.
Do not offer the far right a door into the
labour movement.
• labourforasocialisteurope.org

Clive Lewis MP responds to Marcus Barnett of the Morning Star
After Clive Lewis MP publicly criticised
RMT activist Eddie Dempsey for his statements at the 26 March “Full Brexit” rally,
he was challenged on Twitter by Marcus
Barnett. What follows is a note Clive then
wrote to Barnett – and gave us to publish.
My father was a trades unionist in the UK
for more than 40 years.
Full-time for much of it. He spent his life
dealing with and fighting racists – many of
them in the trades union movement itself.
You’re a smart guy. You know all about
race relations in the trade union and labour
movement. Know that our recent trade union
and labour history is laced with those who
claim to be left-wing, even anti-fascist, but
who still harbour racist attitudes. 400 years
of racism isn’t wiped out simply by reading
Das Kapital and a handful of pamphlets.
Let’s also not forget many socialists sup-

Marcus Barnett
is prominent in
Young Labour.
He is well
known for
strong support
for Brexit and
opposition to
free
movement.

ported the empire, etc, etc. Eddie Dempsey
and the language he uses places him in that
category. A romantic notion of the white
working class with little regard for “liberal”
intersectional-class politics.
Let me tell you something else as a black
man here in the UK. There’s a reason most of
us voted against Brexit and continue to do so.
Brexit isn’t going well for us. Isn’t going to go
well for us. Racism and intolerance and the

rise of the far right puts us on edge shall we
say. That and I guess when it comes down to
it many of us have doubts, especially listening to this kind of rhetoric, about the left’s
ability to resist it let alone defeat it. History
tells us this is a fair assessment.
So to hear Eddie Dempsey talking about
empathising with Tommy Robinson’s supporters and their hatred, yes against the so
called liberal left – which given the debate
was also shorthand for left Remainers –
many of whom are black for the reasons
stated above, and how he spoke of black people being used as pawns to subvert the
(white) working class (why make a distinction of colour if not?), then I have to say my
fucking alarm bells start ringing.
But oh no. My white comrades on the left
– pile in on me for daring to call this “white
working class hero” out. That I’m out of
order, and how could an antifascist be a

racist?
Well, from what I’ve just seen and continue
to witness it’s not that difficult and as history
has shown the journey not that arduous either.
True, I don’t know Eddie’s mind. But I can
discern a lot from his language and tone.
As for yourself and Lara [McNeill, Youth
Rep on Labour’s NEC]. You’re adults. You’re
responsible for your actions and who you
sympathise and give succour too.
I won’t tolerate racists and racist sympathisers in our party – whatever politics they
claim to have. Actions and language speak
volumes. I’ll fight them everywhere and anywhere including social media.
Which side of that fight you and your
mates come down on is up to you. But I
won’t hesitate to call out racists and
racism whenever I see it.
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Morning Star: “Clive Lewis branded ‘out of
order’ by RMT’s Mick Cash”
Clive Lewis was branded “out of order” by
RMT general secretary Mick Cash today
after the Labour MP promoted an article
calling a leading trade unionist a “Tommy
Robinson apologist.”
Mr Cash demanded the Norwich South
MP apologise for sharing an article that labelled RMT activist Eddie Dempsey a supporter of the far-right, anti-Muslim activist.
The article, which was written by Jim Denham, a member of the Trotskyite organisation
Alliance for Workers’ Liberty (AWL), accused
Mr Dempsey of being “far right” over comments he made criticising “liberal” Labour
members at a left-wing anti-EU rally on Monday.
It also called on co-panellists, School of
Oriental and African Studies economics professor Costas Lapavitsas and Institute for
Public Policy Research economist and journalist Grace Blakeley, to condemn him.
Mr Dempsey insinuated that this was an
attack on him by the AWL and Mr Lewis,
who are both anti-Brexit.
He called the anti-racist credentials of the
AWL into question, pointing out that in 2007,
the AWL were the only political organisation

in Britain apart from the British National
Party that republished the Danish Jutland
Post cartoons of the prophet Muhammad.
On the AWL’s website, Mr Denham can be
seen defending his organisation publishing
the cartoons, despite figures from across the
political spectrum considering them to be Islamophobic.
Mr Dempsey asked: “Why are you platforming someone many would consider to
defend racist positions to attack me?”
More than 100 trade unionists have publicly criticised Mr Lewis.
Many drew attention to the fact that last
year, it emerged that a child AWL member
had been sexually assaulted by an older
member, and the organisation’s full-time officials did nothing to help the victim.
The organisation admitted severe wrongdoing, but no members faced any repercussions or disciplinary measures.
Norwich Labour county councillor Jess
Barnard said she was “shocked” Mr Lewis
would share an AWL member’s article,
claiming that she had already raised concerns
with him about the organisation.
Mr Cash added: “Clive Lewis should apol-

The unsigned article appeared in the 29 March of the Morning Star, continuing the journalistic
tradition it had when named Daily Worker and hailing the Hitler-Stalin pact
ogise and retract his comment.”
Mr Lapavitsas told the Star: “I consider
Eddie Dempsey to be one of the most reliable
socialists, trade unionists and anti-fascists in
this country.
“I’m proud to share panels with him.”
Mr Lewis responded: “When a white
trades unionist stands up at a Brexit rally and
tells an audience he feels the same hatred for
parts of the ‘liberal left’ as Stephen Yaxley’s

supporters; and that ethnic minorities are
being used by the same liberal left to enable
‘the working class’ to be ‘disregarded’ – as a
black person, that sets alarm bells ringing.
“I’ve heard this language before and it’s
the language of the far right. You don’t
beat the far right by parroting their tropes.
You beat them by standing in solidarity
with all working-class people – whatever
their colour, wherever they’re from.”

The reply which the Morning Star hasn’t printed
Your article of 29 March (“Clive Lewis
branded ‘out of order’ by RMT’s Mick
Cash) contains a number of inaccuracies
and misleading statements which are an
affront to basic journalistic rigour, as well
as the standards of democratic debate
which the labour movement should set for
itself.
The article reports on debate surrounding
comments made by RMT activist Eddie
Dempsey at a rally organised by “The Full
Brexit”: “The one thing that unites [the people who turn out for Tommy Robinson
demos] beyond whatever other bigotry that’s
going on... is their hatred of the liberal left.
And they are right to hate them.” At the same
rally Dempsey also says: “too many in the
Labour Party have made a calculation that
there’s a certain section at the top end of the
working class, in alliance with people, they
calculate, from ethnic minorities and liberals,
that’s enough to get them into power”. However, the Morning Star article refers to the substance of that debate only tangentially, and
instead proceeds by deflection and
“whataboutery”.
You refer to an article shared by Clive
Lewis MP which criticised Dempsey’s remarks, but without linking to it to give your
online readers the opportunity of reaching
their own conclusions about its content. You
inaccurately attribute it to AWL supporter
Jim Denham; in fact, Jim had no part in writing it. It a collective statement agreed by the
steering committee of the Labour for a Socialist Europe campaign, on whose website it
was originally posted on 27 March. Jim, who
does not sit on the Labour for a Socialist Europe committee, reposted the article on his

own blog a day later, providing a link to the
original.
The Morning Star refers to AWL’s position
on the Jyllands Posten cartoons of Mohammed from 2007. What this has to do with
the rights and wrongs of Dempsey’s remarks
it does not explain.
In any case, our view on those cartoons is
a matter of public record. While not endorsing their content, we viewed calls by ultraconservative political-religious forces for
their suppression and censorship as reactionary. Those “calls” came accompanied by
death threats against the cartoonists, court
cases against editors who republished the
cartoons, sacking or jailing of several editors,
especially those brave editors in the mainlyMuslim countries who took a stand for freedom of expression, and closings-down of
newspapers. We said: “We protest against the
suppression of these cartoons on the same
grounds as we protested against the suppression of the play Bezhti (written by a Sikh, but
offensive to conservative Sikh authorities) or
the attempts of some Christians to suppress
‘Jerry Springer — the Opera’.” Readers are
welcome to read our statement from the time,
which, again, the Morning Star did not link
to, and judge it for themselves.
The article goes on to say that “More than
100 trade unionists have publicly criticised
Mr Lewis”, a seemingly arbitrary figure for
which it provides no evidence. A large number of trade unionists have also supported
Clive Lewis in the online debate, and condemned Eddie Dempsey’s remarks.
More seriously, the article says: “Many
drew attention to the fact that last year, it
emerged that a child AWL member had been

sexually assaulted by an older member, and
the organisation’s full-time officials did nothing to help the victim. The organisation admitted severe wrongdoing, but no members
faced any repercussions or disciplinary measures.”
It is disappointing that the Morning Star
would exploit a serious incident to intervene
in a political debate, not by means of engaging with the arguments, but by deflection,
distortion, and smear-by-association.
The allegation to which the Morning Star
refers, and AWL’s subsequent investigation
into it, is a matter of public record. In early
2018 a claim was made in an anonymous
public blog post in which the blog-poster said
he had been sexually assaulted in 2005 (when
he was 16) by someone else who was then a
member of AWL. Both the people involved
parted ways with AWL (for different reasons)
in 2008. We instituted an investigation independent of our leading committees and communicated with the blog-poster to offer help
if he wanted to take the matter further.
Our investigation showed that in the years
following 2005 the blog-poster had talked
about the incident with other young members of AWL, but they had followed his expressed wish that they not report it to the
committees. But it also concluded that this
failure to bring the case to the committees
showed an inadequacy of procedures. All the
documents pertaining to the matter are available online.
We had the investigation scrutinised by independent individuals, not members of the
AWL, one with a professional background in
safeguarding. The discussions we have had
and the measures we have taken to mend the

failings are likewise publicly documented on
our website.
Throughout the process of investigation
we remained as open and transparent as possible, with publicly accessible contact addresses for anyone to raise issues with the
working group leading the process. We continue that openness and transparency. The
working group remains available for contact
at workinggroup@workersliberty.org.
How we respond to allegations of abuse
within our organisations are an extremely serious matter for the entire left and labour
movement. The issue should not be exploited
in a misleading fashion as part of an intervention into a political debate. At no point has
any journalist from the Morning Star contacted AWL for comment on these matters, as
journalistic rigour and ethics should have
compelled them to do.
The issues which are actually at the centre
of the debate around Dempsey’s remarks –
how the left responds to nationalism; how to
relate to far-right movements; the issue of
“identity politics” and the relationship of
struggles against oppression to economic
struggle against capitalism; and more – are
issues of vital and current importance that
the entire left must debate openly.
The Communist Party of Britain has its
own views in those debates, and is entitled to use its organ, the Morning Star, to
express them. But it should do so openly,
and by engaging in the debate on political
terms, not by deflection, slander, and insinuation against its political opponents.

Executive Committee of the
Alliance for Workers’ Liberty
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Online archives

The archives of the International Left Opposition, the predecessor organisation of the Fourth
International, have now been digitised and made available online by the International Institute of
Social History
These archives include much of Trotsky’s correspondence throughout the 1930s, and documents
from a number of different national sections of the ILO, including the British section, the
Communist League.
The archive can be found here: bit.ly/ILO-archive

Dissolution from below
By Stephen Wood
The US socialist group ISO has now formally dissolved its organisation and
stopped publishing on its website SocialistWorker.org.
In an online vote involving 474 members
and some recently resigned ex-members, almost 70% favoured proposals that involved
the dissolution of the organisation.
Those who chose to vote also agreed to
support, “a process for continuing to investigate the 2013 sexual assault case and how
a decision then was derailed, and to report
the findings publicly.” It is hard to know
what this will mean if no organisation continues.
The post mortems and reflections on the
ISO on the web still provide little detail as
to the political differences that developed
between the old leadership and the new one
which swept to power at the February 2019
convention.
Some observers speculate that an ex-ISO
regroupment may find expression as a platform within the Democratic Socialists of
America (DSA).
The statement to SocialistWorker.org
readers is clear though that: “we are not
proposing that we could simply rebuild a
new ISO... we should do a deep dive into the

political lessons collectively”.
The larger political differences behind the
collapse remain obscure. The old ISO leaders from before February 2019 have simply
quit, with no indication that they will attempt anything politically.
Veteran ISO member Joel Geier, who was
suspended for his role in supposedly undermining the handling of the rape allegations
says, “I have become collateral damage.
After struggling for many difficult years for
a more fair, open, political, and democratic
organization accountable to the rank and
file, I am now being scapegoated and attacked — asked to bear responsibility for the
undemocratic actions of others whom I consistently opposed.”
“Many comrades know that I have been
fighting toxic leadership and its culture for
two decades.” But he tells us nothing about
what the disagreements were.
Others in the fall-out have presented the
old leadership as monolithic and domineering, but they were apparently split and remarkably passive in the run up to the
convention.
For us it is still hard to understand how
an active organisation with some weight
within the US Left can fall apart so quickly.
Sadly the contribution from someone
of Joel Geier’s stature and experience
takes us no further forward.

Crisis in the CWI
By Micháel MacEoin
A crisis in the Committee for a Workers’
International (CWI), the international network associated with the Socialist Party
of England and Wales (SP), has broken
into the open.
Several members’ bulletins have been
“leaked” and a document from a majority of
the International Secretariat (IS) of the CWI,
led by SP general secretary Peter Taaffe,
declaring a faction.
An obscure incident in the Irish group (obscure to this writer) appears to have levered
much wider political tensions to the surface.
Disagreements cover women’s liberation,
LGBT rights, trade unions, the national question, and electoral politics.
Taaffe, for the majority of the International
Secretariat (IS), claims that the CWI “faces an
opposition to the policies and programme of
the CWI with tendencies towards petty-bourgeois Mandelism. This opposition originated
with the leadership of the Irish section, but it
is also present in the leadership of a number
of sections of the CWI who support them.”

ISOLATE

The Irish group charges the IS majority
of “plans to isolate the Irish section and
move towards a rapid split”, which so far
have been “confounded by the resistance
of so many sections.”
The Socialist Party of Ireland is one of the
CWI’s most high-profile groups, and it is
supported by Socialist Alternative in the US,
the second-biggest group in the international
network after the England-and-Wales one.
They claim backing also from groups in
Brazil, Belgium, Austria, Greece, Cyprus,
China/ Hong Kong/ Taiwan, Russia, Australia, Sweden, Israel-Palestine, Nigeria, and
Poland.
The Irish group got a boost from its activity
in the water charges struggle, which saw it

win 3 TDs in the Dail. The US group includes
prominent Seattle City Council member
Kshama Sawant.
The SP’s one-sided sectarian turn away
from the Labour Party since the 1990s, denouncing it as a straightforwardly capitalist
party, has been dramatically disproved by the
“Corbyn surge” and the regrowth of the
Labour left.
Its attempts to build a parallel labour
movement for its own sect (“a new workers’
party”), combined with fruitless electoralism
on a watered-down platform (TUSC), have
been an utter failure.
Its bureaucratic practices in the PCS union
(which it has dominated for 20 years) are
now coming home to roost, with an open
split among the SP members in PCS over
rival claims to top union posts.
These facts cannot have but registered in
the wider CWI.
Taaffe and his co-thinkers are hammering
the increasingly independent-minded Irish
section. They accuse it of errors (such as failing to raise explicitly socialist demands such
the expropriation of the banks in its election
literature) which the SP itself is scarcely immune from.
The Taaffites criticise the Irish comrades for
an alleged turn away from work in the trade
unions. That, they say, manifested itself during the recent abortion referendum, when the
SPI’s socialist-feminist campaign ROSA allegedly made no “consistent demands...on
the trade unions to mobilise the working
class in defence of [abortion rights].”
A correct approach towards even bureaucratised trade unions, we are told, is to
“maintain a consistent orientation by placing
demands on them, and by attempting to
build rank-and-file opposition groups..”
Anyone familiar with the SP’s role in PCS
would baulk at the double-standards on display from Taaffe and his allies.
Accused by the Swedish, Belgian and
Greek sections “for not understanding the

A ROSA banner on a Repeal the 8th march
importance of the new women’s movement,
the LGBTQI movement and the environmental movement,” the Taaffe faction states dismissively that “pressures and dangers of
such petty bourgeois trends affecting some
sections of the CWI are clearly emerging”.
Taaffe’s is a degenerated-Cannonite response to a faction fight. When this method
was used in the 1939-40 faction fight among
the Trotskyists (which Taaffe explicitly cites),
the leader of the minority which had been labelled the “petty bourgeois opposition”),
Max Shachtman, responded:
“Even if this division corresponded to the
reality — and we deny it — it would be necessary to emphasise that it would not have
the same significance in our tiny organisation
that it has in a mass party of tens or hundreds
of thousands which, because it is deep in the
turbulent streams of the class struggle, is directly affected by the changes of the prevailing current”.
It would be wrong “to make the arbitrary
deduction... that at any given stage, and in
any political dispute, that party or group in
a party which is predominantly proletarian
in its composition, is correct in its political
standpoint, as against another party or group
whose social composition is, from the prole-

tarian viewpoint, inferior... The problem...
boils down, as it always does fundamentally,
to the question of the political position”.
On the specifically Irish context, one interesting feature is that the statements and resolutions passed by the Irish leadership do not
include the signature of the party’s TD Paul
Murphy. He provides his own critical comments on the Irish section’s attitude towards
Sinn Fein.
Murphy criticises the Irish leadership for
rejecting “any aspect of the united front
method in relation to Sinn Fein”, even
though he himself characterises SF as a “nationalist, pro-capitalist party”, and “a sectarian party, which acts to deepen sectarian
divisions and divide the working class.”
The narrowness of Murphy’s victory over
Sinn Fein in the 2014 Dublin South-West byelection may be behind his emphasis on Sinn
Fein’s working-class support in the 26 Counties, and his counselling against “a more denunciatory approach”.
It is typical of the bureaucratic centralism of formations like the CWI that big issues such as these are only coming to
light following leaks, rather than being debated openly in the socialist press.
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Labour and Jackie Walker
Views on Jackie Walker’s expulsion from
the Labour Party, 27 March.
It seems Walker has been treated terribly.
Which should be no surprise given the nature of the Labour machine — no, not necessarily hot on antisemitism, but very hot on
reacting to the right-wing, reacting to the
right-wing press, dealing with things administratively, targeting those seen as “cranks”,
etc.
That in itself is reason not to support her
expulsion, the lack of due process.
Moreover, it not clear to me that she falls
into the category of those who should be expelled, as opposed to some other sanction.

Alexander Herman
I agree that Jackie Walker’s conduct over a
period of time has indeed been “prejudicial
and grossly detrimental” to the Labour Party.
Moreover, she could have avoided this situation by reflecting on her words and actions
instead of doubling down and prioritising
her right to upset people over the Labour
Party’s need to rebuild its relationship with
Jewish people.
However, there are many people on the
right who have also conducted themselves in

a way that is prejudicial and grossly detrimental to the Labour Party, including scabbing on strikes.
So, if Jackie Walker is to be expelled,
wouldn’t consistency require them to be expelled too?
Maybe that would be a good thing, but
might it also work against creating a tolerant,
pluralist culture and seriously harm our
chances of getting unfairly-expelled people
reinstated?

Jessica Bradwell

Self-pitying narcissism, writing and starring
in an appalling one-person play, following it
up with an equally bad film, and being insensitive are not grounds for expulsion.
Her conduct over time has been grossly
detrimental to Jackie Walker. But there is no
reason why that should be taken to reflect adversely on the Labour Party.

Lee Craig

She bumbled into this, initially. Then she refused to back down and embarked upon a
preposterous campaign to portray herself as
a martyr.
We should state that we don’t think expulsion is the best way to deal with this sort of
thing, but in no way should we offer her any
political support or get involved in any campaigns to defend her.

Jem Vale

I believe that we should accept the Labour

Party National Constitutional Committee’s
decision on 27 March to expel Jackie Walker.
For almost three years now Walker has
made herself the standard-bearer for those in
the Labour Party who define away almost all
complaints of antisemitism as concoctions by
“Zionists” and Israel-linked lobbies invented
to do down Jeremy Corbyn.
Walker has dramatised her suspension as a
“lynching”.
She and her associates have said little or
nothing about Labour’s summary exclusions
and expulsions (without precise charges,
hearing, or appeal) of many hundreds of leftwingers on grounds simply of left-wing associations.
The agitation with Walker as front-person
has been, in effect and in substance, incitement against that big majority of Jews who,
despite their criticisms of Israeli governments, feel some identification with Israel.
The official ground for expulsion is actions
“detrimental” to the Labour Party. The
Labour Party should not have such vague
and catch-all grounds for disciplinary action.
But all agree that the substance of the case
against Walker is about systematic incitement
against (the big majority of) Jews in and
around the Labour Party.
When Walker was first suspended, in May
2016, we criticised the antisemitic origins and
drift of the argument that got her suspended
(about the alleged special role of Jews in financing the Atlantic slave trade), but said
that suspending her on the basis of an allusion in a long-previous social media post was
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wrong.
Then, as throughout, we argued for debate
and education, rather than expulsions, as the
prime answer to left antisemitism.
But the accumulated record is now much
more than this or that social media post or
offhand comment.
Unlike the many hundreds of left-wingers
summarily expelled by Labour, Walker had a
hearing, and ample time to prepare her defence.
The National Constitutional Committee
panel hearing her case was Anna Dyer, a
leading figure of the “left slate” which won
the elections for NCC CLP places; Russell
Cartwright, treasurer of the Campaign for
Labour Party Democracy; and Alan Tate, an
official of the CWU post and telecom union,
which is affiliated to the Palestine Solidarity
Campaign. It wasn’t rigged against her.
Walker has published no details of the
charges against her or her defence.
Her main complaint about proceedings
was that she was not allowed to make a statement at the start of the hearing. But ordinary
bourgeois courts do not have the defendant
making a speech to the court at the very start
of the trial, and no-one suggests that destroys
“due process”.
Walker then walked out and refused to
present her defence.

Alan Gilbert

Background: bit.ly/jw-st; bit.ly/jw-def;
bit.ly/jw-spsc; bit.ly/jw-dh; bit.ly/jw-intl;
bit.ly/foi-sutr; bit.ly/jw-law; bit.ly/jw-pg.

What our enemies say
By Martin Thomas
Several readers have objected to our item
in Solidarity 500, “More denunciations of
AWL”.
They argue that we shouldn’t give scarce
space to such stuff, and particularly to the
item from Gerry Downing, someone whom
even Jackie Walker’s “Labour Against the
Witch-hunt” campaign has expelled as antisemitic.
Better if we could give over pages to reasoned debate with our adversaries on the left.
However, such reasoned debate is scarce
today. The comments we printed last week
came from the website of Socialist Resistance,
a small group but one with international connections. It’s worth making it known that
none of the other anti-AWL commenters
there felt they should differentiate from
Downing.
Anyway, this week’s “denunciations” are
not just of AWL, but of the giant anti-Brexit
march we took part in on 23 March.
Max Shanly, a well-known Labour-left insider, called the march a “slaveowners’s
war”! He tweeted that it represented the sort
of thing Karl Marx had talked about when responding to a newspaper interviewer in 1871
who asked him whether the working class
could overthrow capitalism in England
peacefully.
“The English middle class [i.e. bourgeoisie]
has always shown itself willing enough to accept the verdict of the majority, so long as it
enjoyed the monopoly of the voting power.
But, mark me, as soon as it finds itself outvoted on what it considers vital questions, we
shall see here a new slaveowners’ war”.
Marx and Engels, in the years after the US

Civil War, also used the term “slaveholder’s
rebellion” to describe the suppression of the
Paris Commune.
So Shanly equates the Tories’ Brexit attempt with the Paris Commune! Remember,
no Labour MP has even tried to propose a
Lexit formula. All Brexit options in play are
Tory options.
Counterfire conveyed the same thought in
milder terms.
“Important sections of the establishment
have been promoting calls for a second referendum and taking the extraordinary step of
organising mass demonstrations to try and
impose their view on society. For them it is a
way out of the impasse that avoids the danger of a Corbyn government”.
Socialist Worker wrote:
“‘People’s Vote’ march backs ruling class
agenda... One sign of the character of the
march was that even such a right wing
Labour figure as Watson was booed by sections of the crowd”.
Workers’ Liberty joined the distinct Left
Bloc on 23 March. We had our own chants,
placards, etc. to mark us off sharply from the
Lib-Dems, Blairites, and occasional maverick
Tory, involved.
Because of the weakness of the labour
movement in on-the-ground organisation, especially among young people, the younger
and worse-off part of the anti-Brexit constituency was underrepresented on the
march.
But in general terms, the people marching
for free movement, for lower borders, for levelled-up social standards, represent the left.
The much smaller numbers who have
rallied for Brexit with Tommy Robinson
and Nigel Farage represent the right.

Backing peace and “two states”: the Facebook warriors render that as “like bombing Muslims”

Smears on social media
By Rosalind Robson
The Dempsey affair (see centre pages)
has been followed by smears on social
media.
Dempsey himself tweeted: “Can’t believe
... Marcus Barnett is being attacked by a
strange coalition of AWL cultists and Clive
Lewis...”
On Lewis’s Facebook page Danny Jennings comments, “I wonder, do you consider your participation in imperialist war
to be part of your commitment to antiracism” (Lewis has served in the armed
forces). Robbie Bryan adds: “The AWL like
bombing muslims though.”
Compare the facts: our opposition to war
in Iraq, defence of Bosniacs and Kosovars,
defence of Rohingya and Uyghur minorites,
and opposition to Israeli bombing of Palestinians in Gaza.
The notorious (Stalinist, anonymous) Red
London Facebook page ran a “April Fool”
mock obituary of an elderly founding member of ours, Sean Matgamna, repeating and
elaborating on all the wild fabrications
we’ve seen in their campaign against us.

On 12 April Sean was due to debate
Rayner Lysaght in Dublin on Ireland and
Permanent Revolution, in a re-run of a debate we held in London in November 2018.
An Irish offshoot of Red London, the Red
Society, reran the Red London inventions
about us “supporting paedophiles”.
Rayner wrote to us, “The combined Stalinist hordes were too much for us. Nothing
direct, you understand, just an influence
over the broad milieu. It wasn’t the paedo
thing, by the way, it was the Borochovism,
at a time when there is a bill in Dail Eireann
banning import of goods from the Israeli
settlements.
“Anyway, people outside the organised
friends of Jugashvili [Stalin] declared that
they had better things to do on the night. Finally, we lost our chairperson, and that was
that. I apologise to you and Sean for the
trouble.”
“Borochovism” here is a term Rayner uses
(not aptly, we think, but it’s his choice) to
refer to the left’s view of us and our position
on Israel-Palestine.
Ber Borochov was a Russian “Marxist
Zionist”; there was a “Borochov Brigade”
in the Red Army during the Civil War.

Where we
stand
Today one class, the working
class, lives by selling its labour
power to another, the capitalist
class, which owns the means of
production.
The capitalists’ control over the
economy and their relentless drive
to increase their wealth causes
poverty, unemployment, the
blighting of lives by overwork,
imperialism, the destruction of the
environment and much else.
Against the accumulated wealth
and power of the capitalists, the
working class must unite to
struggle against capitalist power
in the workplace and in wider
society.
The Alliance for Workers’
Liberty wants socialist revolution:
collective ownership of industry
and services, workers’ control,
and a democracy much fuller than
the present system, with elected
representatives recallable at any
time and an end to bureaucrats’
and managers’ privileges.
We fight for trade unions and
the Labour Party to break with
“social partnership” with the
bosses and to militantly assert
working-class interests.
In workplaces, trade unions,
and Labour organisations;
among students; in local
campaigns; on the left and in
wider political alliances we
stand for:
• Independent working-class
representation in politics.
• A workers’ government,
based on and accountable to the
labour movement.
• A workers’ charter of trade
union rights — to organise, to
strike, to picket effectively, and to
take solidarity action.
• Taxation of the rich to fund
decent public services, homes,
education and jobs for all.
• A workers’ movement that
fights all forms of oppression. Full
equality for women, and social
provision to free women from
domestic labour. For reproductive
justice: free abortion on demand;
the right to choose when and
whether to have children. Full
equality for lesbian, gay, bisexual
and transgender people. Black
and white workers’ unity against
racism.
• Open borders.
• Global solidarity against
global capital — workers
everywhere have more in
common with each other than
with their capitalist or Stalinist
rulers.
• Democracy at every level of
society, from the smallest
workplace or community to global
social organisation.
• Equal rights for all nations,
against imperialists and predators
big and small.
• Maximum left unity in action,
and openness in debate.
If you agree with us, please
take some copies of Solidarity
to sell — and join us!

More online at www.workersliberty.org

Workers’ Liberty

@workersliberty

“If I don’t get satisfaction I’ll be at that
Wilson’s house, private house, until I do...”
By Luke Hardy
‘Hull Headscarf Heroes’ on BBC
iPlayer tells the story of a inspiring fight by working-class
women in Hull to put workers’
safety at sea ahead of profits.
In 1968 the deep water fishing industry employed thousands, not
just on the ships but on shore processing. A whole community centered around Hessle Road
depended on the trawlers.
The trawlers were an extremely
dangerous industry, only partially
organised in unions. Even though
many women worked in the industry onshore. The trawlers themselves were operated only by men.
In the Hessle Road community
women
were
relatively
marginalised, culturally, politically
and industrially. The documentary
doesn’t patronise or romanticise
the community. It’s based on the
voices of the surviving women involved.
On 11 January 1968 the Hull
trawler St. Romanus was lost, with
all 20 crew members, in the North
Sea. On the 26 January another
Hull trawler, the Kingston Peridot,

was lost with another 20 men off
Iceland.
The coastguards and navy did
not start the search for days because both trawlers had been put to
sea at the most treacherous time of
the year without radio operators.
The trawler owners delayed raising
the alarm.
By 29 January it was obvious to
all on Hessle Road that forty men
had been lost. Anger began to rise.
Lilian Bilocca had not lost her
trawlerman husband and son in the
disaster, but she and other working
class women on Hessle Road went
door to door organising petitions
and a meeting.
At the meeting the local Labour

MP offered sympathy and the local
official from the National Union of
Seamen, John Prescott, talked of
solidarity from the merchant seamen; but it was the women in the
hall that demanded “march on the
dock. Let the owners have it.”
With Christine Jensen, Mary
Denness, and Yvonne Blenkinsop,
Bilocca formed the Hessle Road
Women’s Committee.
The next day the women and
others marched into the owners offices on St Andrews Dock and demanded that the owners meet their
six point safety charter: full crewing of ships, radio operators on
every ship, improved weather forecasts, better training for trainee
crew, more safety equipment and a
“mother ship” with medical facilities to accompany the fleet.
The owners refused to make any
serious concessions. The next day
the women discovered a trawler
was sailing with no radio operator,
so they attempted to climb on
board and block the dock’s lock
gates to stop it sailing.
They failed, but the trawlermen
aboard another boat about to leave
were inspired to strike and refuse
to sail until there trawler met the

safety demands.
A day later news reached Hull of
the loss of a third Hull trawler, the
Ross Cleveland. with 18 hands.
58 workers had been lost in the
triple trawler tragedy, and the
minute that loss was known the
owners as usual stopped pay.
Now the TGWU (the main
trawler union) and Labour MPs
began to listen to the demands of
the Hull women.
The women marched down to
the docks offices daily until all the
six safety demands were met, and
went to put their case to prime minister Harold Wilson.
Under pressure, the Labour government dragged the trawler owners to a conference where they were
pretty much forced to meet most of
the demands. According to the documentary, Lilian and the others
were particularly proud of the
“mother ship” which provided
medical care and welfare at sea.
In a deeply sexist and deprived
working-class community, the
womens solidarity had made a real
difference to safety at sea.
This documentary tells that
tale in the voices of the heroic
women involved.

mentalist who has looked closely
will tell you. Momentum, as the
largest left organisation within
Labour, should recognise this and
fight for Labour to do better.
However, their consistent approach since the undemocratic imposition of a new constitution at the
beginning of 2017, has been to uncritically support and defend the
Labour leadership, in all cases. We
won’t tackle climate change or
transform the economy on that
basis. The core of the campaign is
holding monthly protests targetting Barclays banks across the
country, aiming to pressure them to
cut all investments in fossil fuels.
This is framed as how we “break
the chain of fossil fuel finance… [i]f
we beat Barclays, we can land a
fatal blow to the fossil-fuel industry.”
The current “carbon bubble”, the
quantity of fossil fuel infrastructure, extracted fuels, and other assets which would have to be
abandoned in a shift to green energy, has been estimated as between $28 and $100 trillion.
The campaign states that “one of
the biggest culprits is Barclays. Between 2016 and 2018, Barclays financed fossil fuels to the tune of
over $85 billion.”
That is a lot, but only a fraction of
1% of the magnitude of global fossil
assets. Trying to nudge fossil companies into being greener with such
incentive-based approaches, let
alone trying to wipe them out of existence, will not work. It certainly
won’t work on anything like the

necessary timescale.
Fossil companies have the interest and the clout to withstand such
divestments. They can influence
governments to intervene in their
interests. One success that is sometimes celebrated is divestment targetted at the Trans Mountain oil
pipeline, in Canada. However, the
outcome in that situation was the
oil pipeline being nationalised to
keep it going ahead.
As a movement, divestment, at
least originally, saw itself as tackling the “social license” of fossil
fuels companies. Raising the importance of tackling climate change
and migrating away from fossil
fuels is of course important, and
“symbolic” divestment actions can
help — but only as a first step.
Of course, “being determines
consciousness”, and through a process of campaigning over something for a symbolic reason, many
campaigners have inadvertently
persuaded themselves and other
people that it will make a significant difference.
Consumerist, individualistic approaches to politics as a propaganda tool, being overly focussed
with absolving institutions you are
linked to from connection to climate change, can lead to inadequate ways of trying to bring about
change. Concern with our agency,
and the agency of companies, as investors, in the tackling of climate
change, is misplaced.
We should be concerned with the
agency of ourselves as workers,
and of the labour movement, in

tackling it.
This means orientating the
labour movement and Labour
party around organising to win socialist environmentalist demands.
For starters: take the banks, energy,
and transport into public ownership under workers’ control, to
bring about a rapid transition to a
zero-carbon economy. Make banks
fund energy being transitioned to
green production, and public transport hugely expanded on an energy-efficient basis.
Referring to this campaign,
Laura Parker, Momentum’s national coordinator, said “[w]e’ve
got it in for the forces of global capital”.
If this is to be genuine, to do so
means organising the labour
movement seriously to confront
the power of fossil capital, and
capital more widely — not just
encouraging people to move
banks.

Moving on from “target Barclays”
By Mike Zubrowski
Momentum recently announced
a new campaign “Bankrupt Climate Change”.
It is good that they are campaigning on climate issues. The way they
are doing so lets Labour off the
hook, and is inadequate and undemocratic. It nonetheless provides
opportunities for building a socialist environmentalist campaign.
In their mobilising call, Momentum organiser Aliya Yule said:
“Rather than digging more coal
mines, or drilling more oil fields
and building more pipelines, we
need to radically transform our energy infrastructure, and build a
green economy for the many.
Labour have quite ambitious plans
for green investment, that’s part of
a much broader ‘green industrial
revolution’.
“I don’t know if people have seen
that’s been talked about by John
McDonnell and Becky Longbailey,
but we need to step up and play
our part to. Because we won’t
transform the economy, and beat
climate change, just by pulling policy levers in Westminster. It’s
gonna take some real grassroots action in communities across the
country.” However, Labour’s proposed plans are far from ambitious
enough, as Solidarity has previously
noted, and as any socialist environ-

Move to rolling strikes
Zack, IWGB National
Deliveroo Committee chair
Organising to take on Deliveroo,
nationally, has taken big steps
forward this week.
The IWGB National Deliveroo
Committee, meeting again, is systematically collating and redistributing information from places
we have members.
We have launched a national
bilingual bulletin, Puncture, to be
printed, posted and distributed in
various locations, as well as IWGB
Deliveroo campaign “visiting
cards”. We’ve also launched public
announcement lists for couriers,
through WhatsApp and email.
Our programme of rolling strikes
is being unleashed and developed,
in particular in Nottingham, Horsham and York. I will report on the
details in future articles.
By consciously striking on different dates, we can more easily offer
solidarity to each other on the days
they are striking, while ensuring
that Deliveroo is constantly being
hit somewhere. Where couriers are
organised around the country, they
should aim to roughly plan several
months of upcoming strikes.
In Bristol, there is still
widespread appetite for more
strikes among couriers. However,

the core organising in “Bristol
Couriers’ Network — IWGB” has
waned slightly. This is contributed
to by the insecurity and turn-over
of the job, the short notice of activity to pull together all the strikes in
the last few months, language barriers with Brazilian motorcyclists,
and us not having planned a longer
term programme of strikes earlier.
The last three strikes were each
three weeks apart, and each
planned with nine or less days notice, one at a time. The strikes were
effective and positive, and we
chose to organise the follow up
ones on those dates to strike simultaneously with other locations
across the country. Had we
planned the general shape of a programme of strikes — roughly three
weeks apart for two months, then
roughly two weeks apart, for example — in advance, this would have
likely helped.
Doing so would have reduced
the last-minute-ness of planning,
and made it less likely for us to end
up in a situation where there is
wide support for strikes, but not an
adequate mandate through a quorate general meeting. It would also
have more concretely demonstrated what we were saying previously: we were not expecting to
win our big wins off the back of a

single strike, and were aiming for
multiple.
We are now rebuilding our core
organisation and our direct links
with a wider layer of Brazilian motorcyclists.
It is important to emphasise that
we have had several partial victories in Bristol. For example, Deliveroo implemented a hiring freeze
since at the latest late February, but
likely before that, despite previous
statements indicating intention to
continuously recruit through until
March. As we are paid per order,
this directly effects the amount we
can earn.
Data seems to confirm that while
average hourly pay had been moreor-less continuously falling from
summer until January, it then stabilised, and is perhaps even increasing again. Similarly, additional
pay “boosts” not only on strike
days but for several days after,
from every announced strike, has
been an immediate win.
There are other partial wins, all
of which should serve to remind
couriers that when we strike, we
can win.
• A fundraising page for the IWGB
Couriers’ Strike Hardship Fund has
been launched: bit.ly/courierfund

NEU continues to back Cuban regime
By Patrick Murphy, NEU
Executive (p.c)
At its 28 February meeting, the
National Executive of the NEU
(National Education Union), the
country’s fourth largest trade
union considered a proposal to
support two separate international delegations in the coming
year.
Following a pattern established
by the NUT, the countries chosen
were Palestine and Cuba. Before
the amalgamation which created
the NEU, delegations to these parts
of the world became a more or less
annual event in the NUT.
Many union members and activists would like to see the NEU
spread its solidarity a bit wider.
There is a case for ensuring that
the spotlight is kept on the appalling treatment of the Palestinians and letting those living under
siege in the Occupied Territories
know they have friends and allies
abroad. That case would be
strengthened still more if we made
it a priority to relate to workers’
and democratic organisations
across the national divide, including the labour and trade union
movement.
The real problem, however, is
with the delegations to Cuba. There
is no excuse whatsoever for trade
unions, of all organisations, spending huge amounts of members’
money on sending delegations to a
country whose government does

not recognise independent trade
unions or the right to strike. It
would be a different matter if we
spent our time there meeting and
supporting workers who are fighting for the right to organise.
In fact delegations spend their
time with representatives of the
regime, sycophantically admiring
the wonders of this one-party state.
They then return to produce entirely uncritical reports paying
homage to its rulers. The whole experience is an embarrassing Stalinist nostalgia cult.
As a member of the National Executive, I moved an “objection” to
stop the delegation to Cuba.
Out of a National Executive of
just over 70 my objection won
around 11 votes. Anyone unfamiliar with the political state of the
British trade union movement
should know two things.
First, there was never any doubt
that my objection to this support
for the Cuban regime would lose
heavily. Second, that the result
would be broadly the same in most
other trade unions.
For a relatively small group of
ideologues (open Stalinists and
their hangers-on) Cuba is a political

model to be followed. For a much,
much wider group of fairly apolitical activists it is enough that Cuba
has free health care and high literacy rates and is bullied by the US.
The idea that our movement
could simultaneously oppose US
sanctions and stand up for the
rights of our Cuban brothers and
sisters seems to be just too hard for
many to grasp.
A Communist Party member
who opposed my objection described the facts I outlined about
Cuba as “a pack of lies”. In the
room at the time were maybe seven
members of the SWP. This is an organisation which considers Cuba to
be a state capitalist society, and
which used to have the slogan Neither Washington nor Moscow, but
International Socialism.
The SWPers voted without exception against my objection. They
voted to continue the process
under which our union gives succour and support to the Cuban
regime.
They voted to take the side of
what they themselves call the
Cuban ruling class against the
only force capable of creating a
socialist workers’ Cuba.
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Honda workers march
By Jim Denham
Around 2,000 people marched
through Swindon on Saturday
against the threatened closure
of the Honda car factory.
Around 3,500 workers will lose
their jobs if the factory closes, plus
a further 10,000 or more in the
supply chain across the UK.
Len McCluskey of Unite, speaking before the march set off, said
“We’ve got no intention of allowing this company to close our
plant.” Honda should stay in
Swindon because, he said, “For
nearly 35 years this world-class
workforce has delivered a fantastic profit and significant profitability for this company.”
McCluskey said that his experience with Japanese companies
was that “none of them like bad
publicity” and that the union was
focussing on a “leverage strategy”
to make them think again.
Sadly, no clear strategy was put
forward by McCluskey, or any of
the other speakers, beyond appeals to Secretary of State for Business Greg Clark.
Patrick Renard, chair of the European Workers’ Council Honda,
acknowledged that the closure of
Swindon plant would be the prelude for Honda to exit Europe.
“We are pretty sure there will be a
domino effect on the rest of Europe. There are production plants
in Italy, Spain and France, and we
believe this is the first step of
Honda leaving Europe as an organisation.”
He said the Honda unions in
Europe would be holding a joint
meeting in London on April 5 to
plan their response.

Labour Shadow Business Secretary Rebecca Long-Bailey told the
rally that “the economic shock of
Honda closing will not just be felt
by thousands here in Swindon,
but it is estimated to wipe £1.5 billion from GDP and £48 million
lost in tax.” She claimed that
Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn and
deputy leader John McDonnell
“will fight with you, and even the
government to change the decision”
She promised that a Labour
government would encourage
moves to electric vehicles and to
provide the infrastructure for
them. Labour would require public services to buy vehicles from
Honda and other British-based
companies and support supply
chain companies to develop new
technologies such as batteries, she
said.
Labour for a Socialist Europe
distributed a leaflet and were the
only people to raise the question
of Brexit.
The Socialist Party’s leaflet
called for nationalisation but
failed to explain how this would
come about in the absence of a
Labour government; the SWP
called for an occupation but failed
to explain how that would keep
the plant open; the Morning Star
gave away free copies that included an article by Unite’s Steve
Turner “seeking to persuade
Honda not to leave Swindon”.
None of these outfits explained how their pro-Brexit
stance would aid the campaign
to stop the closure – in fact,
none of them even had the guts
to mention that they’re proBrexit.

Sheffield school strikes
By Jean Lane
NEU (National Education Union)
members in Bradfield School,
Sheffield, took their first day of
strike action on Wednesday 27
March against redundancies,
cuts to the curriculum and closure of this 6th form.
The Academy has suffered financial mismanagement for a number
of years turning what was once a
highly valued and over-subscribed
local school into one which is facing drastic cuts.
Fifteen redundancies of teaching
staff were proposed initially. As one
striker explained, “It was difficult
to get a promotion at our school because staff stayed”. Financial mismanagement has changed all that.
Another striker, who has been a
teacher for 26 years, most of them
at Bradfield, stated: “In the midst of
financial difficulty the management
team has been expanded by one
deputy and two assistant heads”.
The threat of the closure of the
6th form affects students in the area
very badly. New year 12 students

were taken on before the restructure was formally announced.
However, it is widely believed that
it was known by management
what was in the pipeline.
Those students in year 13 will be
taught by non-specialist teaching
staff, affecting their grades and
therefore their chances of university. If it does close, the next 6th
form in the area is four miles away.
Another, not much further than
that would involve students from
nearby villages having to catch two
buses and a tram to get to school.
The strike ballot result was a
whopping 93% in favour on an 83%
turnout. It has the support of almost all staff, including support
staff, many of whom are in the
NEU.
A strike support meeting was
held the night before the strike
day and was attended by 200
parents who gave unanimous
support to the strike.
The next strike days are on 18 and
19 April.
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Labour must plan for Euro-poll

By Sacha Ismail

Against the dystopia of a No
Deal Brexit, Labour must offer
an opportunity for voters to assert democratic control both
over the Brexit process and over
other aspects of our lives.
The lengthy delay to Brexit necessary to avoid catastrophe requires participation in the
European elections in May — but
that is something we should embrace, not fear.
At the moment, across most of
Europe, the radical right is the
main opposition to a discredited
neoliberal establishment. What a
difference it would make if our
left-wing Labour Party of over half
a million members championed a
strong anti-austerity, pro-worker,

pro-migrant, pro-democracy voice
in the coming elections.
It could be a game-changer. We
need a great debate in our movement about the policies needed,
but we believe they should include
campaigning for:
•A European-wide Green New
Deal based on public ownership
and democratic planning
•An end to “Fortress Europe”
and the welcoming of migrants
into the continent, along with defence of free movement within it
•An end to austerity and levelling up of services and social provision across Europe
•The scrapping of anti-worker
regulations and levelling up of
workers’ rights, including the right
to strike, across Europe
•Replacement of rules that dis-
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courage public ownership and investment with ones encouraging
them
•Democratisation of EU institutions, including a sovereign European Parliament.

Model motion circulated by
Labour for a Socialist Europe
and Another Europe is Possible
A million people marched
against Brexit on 23 March, with
thousands at the high-profile Left
Bloc feeder rally whose sponsors
included the new “Love Socialism
Hate Brexit” group of left MPs.
More than six million have signed
the petition to revoke Article 50.
Brexit will mean a victory for the
nationalist right, a licence for further austerity and attacks on migrants. But it can be stopped – if

Labour throws itself into the fight.
Labour should actively and publicly campaign for a confirmatory
public vote and for “remain”. We
should support the revocation of
Article 50 in order to prevent No
Deal or give the time necessary to
hold a public vote.
We call for an urgent special conference so that members’ and affiliates’ representatives can clearly
decide our policy and plans and
orient the party, collectively and
democratically.
Our opposition to Brexit does
not mean supporting the status
quo, in Britain or Europe. We want
to “Remain and transform”.
We call for free movement and
migrants’ rights to be extended,
not curtailed: we oppose “Fortress
Britain” and “Fortress Europe”. We
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monthly until this order is cancelled by me in writing.
This order cancels any previous orders to the same payee.
Date .................... Signature ....................................................

restate conference 2018’s call for “a
radical government: taxing the rich
to fund public services, expanding
common ownership, abolishing
the anti-union laws and engaging
in massive public investment”.
We want an international alliance of labour movements and
left parties seeking, at a minimum,
to push back the nationalist right,
defend migrants, reverse austerity,
level up rights and living standards, and democratise European
institutions.
We call for the European elections to go ahead and a “Remain
and transform” Labour campaign
on this basis.
We also resolve to sponsor a
public meeting with members of
the Love Socialism Hate Brexit
group of MPs.
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